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Cover: From When the Wolf Came (facing page): Tosawa (Toshaway), a Penateka Comanche chief, who signed Albert Pike’s Confederate Treaty, the Little Arkansas Treaty, and the Medicine Lodge Treaty. Photograph courtesy of the Research Division, Oklahoma Historical Society.
When the Wolf Came
The Civil War and the Indian Territory
MARY JANE WARDE

The Indian experience during the Civil War

“More than a story of the Indian Territory during the war . . . a strikingly new version of the standard story of the Civil War era, from the antebellum years through Reconstruction.”

—T. MICHAEL PARRISH and DANIEL E. SUTHERLAND, series editors

When the peoples of the Indian Territory found themselves in the midst of the American Civil War, squeezed between Union Kansas and Confederate Texas and Arkansas, they had no way to escape a conflict not of their choosing—and no alternative but to suffer its consequences.

When the Wolf Came explores how the war in the Indian Territory involved almost every resident, killed many civilians as well as soldiers, left the country stripped and devastated, and cost Indian nations millions of acres of land. Using a solid foundation of both published and unpublished sources, including the records of Cherokee, Choctaw, and Creek nations, Mary Jane Warde details how the coming of the war set off a wave of migration into neighboring Kansas, the Red River Valley, and Texas. She describes how Indian Territory troops in Unionist regiments or as Confederate allies battled enemies—some from their own nations—in the territory and in neighboring Kansas, Missouri, and Arkansas. And she shows how post-war land cessions forced by the federal government on Indian nations formerly allied with the Confederacy allowed the removal of still more tribes to the Indian Territory, leaving millions of acres open for homesteads, railroads, and development in at least ten states.

Enhanced by maps and photographs from the Oklahoma Historical Society’s photographic archives, When the Wolf Came will be welcomed by both general readers and scholars interested in the signal public events that marked that tumultuous era and the consequences for the territory’s tens of thousands of native peoples.

MARY JANE WARDE is the author of Washita and George Washington Grayson and the Creek Nation.

NOVEMBER
6 x 9 • 440 pages, 24 images
$34.95 cloth • 978-1-55728-642-0
e-book • 978-1-61075-530-6

OF RELATED INTEREST

Worthy of the Cause for Which They Fight
The Civil War Diary of Brigadier General Daniel Harris Reynolds, 1861–1865
Robert Patrick Bender
$34.95 (s) paper • 978-1-61075-485-9
e-book • 978-1-61075-485-9

Army Life
From a Soldier’s Journal
Incidents, Sketches, and Record of a Union Soldier’s Army Life, in Camp and Field, 1861–1864
A. O. Marshall
$34.95 (s) paper • 978-1-55728-917-9
Hoop Crazy
The Lives of Clair Bee and Chip Hilton
DENNIS GILDEA

A winning coach and his fictional creation

Clair Bee (1896–1983) was a hugely successful basketball coach at Rider College and Long Island University with a 412 and 87 record before his career was derailed in 1951 by a point-shaving scandal. In the trial that sent his star player, Sherman White, to prison, the judge excoriated Bee for creating a morally lax culture that contributed to his players’ involvement with gambling.

To a certain extent, Bee agreed with the judge’s scolding, concluding that coaches, himself included, had become so driven to succeed on the court that they had lost sight of the educational role sports should play. His coaching career effectively over, Bee launched an effort to reform the ills he saw in college sports, and he did so in the pages of the Chip Hilton novels for young readers. He began the series in 1948, but it was the post-scandal books that he used as teaching tools. The books mirrored some of the events of the gambling scandal and were Bee’s attempt to reform the problems plaguing college sports. He used his fiction to posit a better sports world that he hoped his young readers would construct and inhabit.

The Chip Hilton books were extremely popular and have become a classic series, with over two million copies sold to date. Hoop Crazy is the fascinating story of Clair Bee and his star character Chip Hilton and the ways in which their lives, real and fictional, were intertwined.

DENNIS GILDEA, a former sportswriter, is a professor of communications at Springfield College.

NOVEMBER
6 x 9 • 340 pages, 18 photographs
$34.95 cloth • 978-1-55728-641-3
e-book • 978-1-61075-529-0

OF RELATED INTEREST

John McDonnell
The Most Successful Coach in NCAA History
Andrew Maloney and John McDonnell
$34.95 cloth • 978-1-55728-992-6
e-book • 978-1-61075-520-7

Breaking Through
John B. McLendon, Basketball Legend and Civil Rights Pioneer
Milton S. Katz
$29.95 paper • 978-1-55728-951-3
e-book • 978-1-61075-084-4
Straight Writes and Jabs
An Inside Look at Another Year in Boxing
THOMAS HAUSER

Captures a year in boxing: 2012

“For years, Hauser has supplied the best of boxing journalism, and here he’s done it again.”
—BOOKLIST on And the New, 2012

Commenting on Thomas Hauser’s annual collections of articles on boxing, Ring Magazine declared, “What makes Hauser’s stories so extraordinary is that the man many consider ’The Dean of Boxing Writers’ refuses to allow his admiration for the sport to blind him to its dark side. His annual volumes on boxing have become required reading for hardcore and casual fans alike.”

Straight Writes and Jabs is the latest in the popular series. It brings readers into the dressing room with elite champions in the moments before some of 2012’s biggest fights. Hauser’s award-winning investigative journalism is on display in a groundbreaking exposé of the use of performance-enhancing drugs. There’s a look back in time at the incomparable Archie Moore and much more.

THOMAS HAUSER is the author of forty-five books. His first work, Missing, was made into an Academy Award–winning film. He later authored Muhammad Ali: His Life and Times, the definitive biography of the most famous fighter ever. In 2004, the Boxing Writers Association of America honored Hauser with the Nat Fleisher Award for Career Excellence in Boxing Journalism.

DECEMBER
6 x 9 • 250 pages
$24.95 paper • 978-1-55728-644-4
e-book • 978-1-61075-531-3

OF RELATED INTEREST

Thomas Hauser on Sports
Remembering the Journey
Thomas Hauser
$24.95 paper • 978-1-55728-635-2
e-book • 978-1-61075-524-5

And the New
An Inside Look at Another Year in Boxing
Thomas Hauser
$24.95 paper • 978-1-55728-986-5
House of Pain
New and Selected Essays
LAURENCE GONZALES

Hair-raising, heart-wrenching writing from a renowned journalist

From a maximum-security prison to a cancer ward, from a mental institution to the World Trade Center, Laurence Gonzales’s prose grips从 the first sentence. Sometimes hair-raising, sometimes heart-wrenching, among these essays is “Marion Prison,” a National Magazine Award finalist, with its intimate view inside the most maximum security prison in America. “House of Pain” takes the reader into the life of a brain surgeon at Cook County Hospital in Chicago, a grim world that few ever see. “Rites of Spring,” another National Magazine Award finalist, follows Gonzales and his then wife on their journey through cancer, not once, but twice.

Other stories venture above the Arctic Circle, fly deep into the Alaskan wilderness among grizzly bears and trumpeter swans, explore aerobatics in high-performance aircraft, and eulogize aspects of Memphis and Miami as American cities that mourn their fates in uniquely different ways.


OCTOBER
6 x 9 • 309 pages
$24.95 paper • 978-1-55728-999-5
e-book • 978-1-61075-521-4
Camp Nine
A Novel
VIVIENNE SCHIFFER

Arkansas history brought to life through fiction

“A finely wrought debut novel.”
—PUBLISHERS WEEKLY

“A compelling, vivid account of a shameful episode that should not be forgotten.”
—BOOKLIST

“Both lovely and painful. . . . a compelling coming of age tale that exposes the enormous chasm between the privileged and the oppressed in wartime Arkansas.”
—ARKANSAS REVIEW

On February 19, 1942, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed Executive Order 9066, authorizing the U.S. military to ban anyone from certain areas of the country, with primary focus on the West Coast. Eventually the order was used to imprison 120,000 people of Japanese descent in incarceration camps such as the Rohwer Relocation Center in remote Desha County, Arkansas.

This time of fear and prejudice (the U.S. government formally apologized for the relocations in 1982) and the Arkansas Delta are the setting for Camp Nine. The novel’s narrator, Chess Morton, lives in tiny Rook Arkansas. Her days are quiet and secluded until the appearance of a “relocation” center built for what was, in effect, the imprisonment of thousands of Japanese Americans.

Chess’s life becomes intertwined with those of two young internees and an American soldier mysteriously connected to her mother’s past. As Chess watches the struggles and triumphs of these strangers and sees her mother seek justice for the people who briefly and involuntarily came to call the Arkansas Delta their home, she discovers surprising and disturbing truths about her family’s painful past.

VIVIENNE SCHIFFER is a novelist and filmmaker who grew up in Desha County, Arkansas, and lives in Houston, Texas. She is currently at work on various film projects, including Relocation, Arkansas, a documentary about the Arkansas camps, as well as a second novel.

AUGUST
6 x 9 • 206 pages
$19.95 paper • 978-1-55728-645-1
$29.95 cloth • 978-1-55728-972-8
e-book • 978-1-61075-486-6

Camp Nine will be the focus of book club discussions around the state as the 2013 selection for the If All Arkansas Read the Same Book program, a celebration of reading sponsored by the Arkansas Center for the Book at the Arkansas State Library.
**Pinson Mounds**  
*Middle Woodland Ceremonialism in the Midsouth*  
ROBERT C. MAINFORT JR.

Definitive volume on the largest Middle Woodland mound complex in the Southeast

“Truly a masterpiece . . . belongs in every Southeastern archaeologist’s library.”  
—IAN BROWN, professor of anthropology, University of Alabama

*Pinson Mounds: Middle Woodland Ceremonialism in the Midsouth* is a comprehensive overview and reinterpretation of the largest Middle Woodland mound complex in the Southeast. Located in West Tennessee about ten miles south of Jackson, the Pinson Mounds complex includes at least thirteen mounds, a geometric earthen embankment, and contemporary short-term occupation areas within an area of about four hundred acres. A unique feature of Pinson Mounds is the presence of five large, rectangular platform mounds from eight to seventy-two feet in height.

Around AD 100, Pinson Mounds was a pilgrimage center that drew visitors from well beyond the local population and accommodated many distinct cultural groups and people of varied social stations. Stylistically nonlocal ceramics have been found in virtually every excavated locality, all together representing a large portion of the Southeast.

Along with an overview of this important and unique mound complex, *Pinson Mounds* also provides a reassessment of roughly contemporary centers in the greater Midsouth and Lower Mississippi Valley and challenges past interpretations of the Hopewell phenomenon in the region.

ROBERT C. MAINFORT JR. is an archaeologist with the Arkansas Archeological Survey and professor of anthropology at the University of Arkansas. He is coeditor of *Mississippian Mortuary Practices: Beyond Hierarchy and the Representationist Perspective* and author of *Sam Dellinger: Raiders of the Lost Arkansas.*

OCTOBER  
8 1/2 x 11 • 310 pages, 190 images  
$59.95 (s) paper • 978-1-55728-639-0  
e-book • 978-1-61075-527-6
“As informative as it is beautiful . . . an awe-inspiring publication.”
—Arkansas Review

“An essential volume for Mississippian archaeologists . . . [and] those interested in iconography, symbolism, and worldview of these Native American people.”
—Southeast Archaeology

“A must-have reference that will take its place alongside other important books dealing with ceramics and pottery.”
—Prehistoric America

“A phenomenal reference for anyone interested in Native American ceramic sculpture.”
—Missouri Archaeological Society Quarterly

“The word for this book is spectacular!”
—Field Notes

“Strongly recommend to those interested in the history and archaeology of nineteenth-century Arkansas.”
—Southeastern Archaeology

“A compelling example of how much we can learn from the archaeological record.”
—Arkansas Historical Quarterly

“Provides a rich history, both in content and design, of a national-historic-landmark community and state park.”
—Midcontinental Journal of Archaeology

“Belongs on every Arkansas bookshelf.”
—Arkansas Historical Quarterly

$34.95 cloth • 978-1-55728-898-1
All In
Expanding Access through Nationally Competitive Awards
SUZANNE MCCRAY

Key information for those seeking elite scholarships

The world of national and international scholarships is more competitive than ever. Top students from across the county vie for a limited number of awards that provide the funding needed to participate in elite programs that can help launch the careers of those who receive the recognition.

Scholarship foundation leaders have an insider’s view of the selection process, and experienced advisors prepare students to navigate applications and interviews. Both perspectives are represented here in this new collection emphasizing the importance of engaging a diverse group of students, institutions, and programs in the process as well as expanding the educational experience for students as they apply so that everyone benefits, no matter what the outcome.

SUZANNE MCCRAY is vice provost for enrollment and director of nationally competitive awards at the University of Arkansas. She is the editor of Beyond Winning: National Scholarship Competitions and the Student Experience; Nationally Competitive Scholarships: Serving Students and the Public Good; and Leading the Way: Student Engagement and Nationally Competitive Awards.

OF RELATED INTEREST

Leading the Way
Student Engagement in Nationally Competitive Awards
Suzanne McCray
$19.95 (s) paper • 978-1-55728-918-6

Nationally Competitive Scholarships
Serving Students and the Public Good
Suzanne McCray
$17.95 (s) paper • 978-155728-860-8
American Literature / Fiction

Vasconselos
A Romance of the New World
WILLIAM GILMORE SIMMS
Edited with an Introduction, Textual Commentary, and Notes by Kevin Collins
James L. W. West III, General Editor

“All students of Southern literature owe a huge debt to Jack Guilds and the University of Arkansas Press for providing us with the elegant and useful new editions of the work of William Gilmore Simms.”
—NOEL POLK, editor, Mississippi Quarterly

The writings of William Gilmore Simms (1806–1870) provide a sweeping fictional portrait of the colonial and antebellum South in all of its regional diversity. Simms’s account of the region is more comprehensive than that of any other author of his time; he treats the major intellectual and social issues of the South and depicts the bonds and tensions among all of its inhabitants. By the mid-1840s Simms’s novels were so well known that Edgar Allan Poe could call him “the best novelist which this country has, on the whole, produced.”

Perhaps the darkest of Simms’s novel-length works, Vasconselos (1853) presents a fictionalized account of one of the first European efforts to settle the land that would become the United States, the Hernando de Soto expedition of 1539. Set largely in Havana, Cuba, as the explorers prepare to embark, the work explores such themes as the marginalization of racial and national minorities, the historical abuse of women, and the tendency of absolute power to corrupt absolutely. In addition, Simms anticipates in this colonial romance the works of renowned scholars who would follow him, including the historian Frederick Jackson Turner and the entire formal scholarly field of psychology, which would take shape only long after the author’s death.

KEVIN COLLINS is associate professor of literature at Southwestern Oklahoma State University and president of the William Gilmore Simms Society.

JAMES L. W. WEST III is Sparks Professor of English at Pennsylvania State University.

DECEMBER
6 x 9 • 525 pages
$39.95 (s) paper • 978-1-55728-643-7
e-book • 978-1-61075-532-0

The Partisan
A Romance of Revolution
William Gilmore Simms
Edited by Stephen E. Meats
$45.00 (s) paper • 978-1-55728-964-3
e-book • 978-1-61075-481-1

Backwoods Tales
Paddy McGann, Sharp Snaffles, and Bill Bauldy
William Gilmore Simms
Edited by Keen Butterworth
$39.95 (s) paper • 978-1-55728-922-3
e-book • 978-1-61075-057-8
Encyclopedia of Arkansas Music
EDITED BY ALI WELKY AND MIKE KECKHAVER

The definitive guide for all music lovers

What do a rockabilly musician turned cinematic swamp monster, a composer of player-piano music, an avant-garde cellist, a musical instrument that lent its name to a weapon, a rock musician turned Catholic monk, some of the best audio speakers in the world, and the creator of Schoolhouse Rock! have in common? That’s right—they all come from Arkansas.

Encyclopedia of Arkansas Music is a special project of the Encyclopedia of Arkansas History & Culture (EOA), an online encyclopedia launched in 2006 by the Butler Center for Arkansas Studies at the Central Arkansas Library System. This colorful, photo-filled reference work spanning all aspects of Arkansas’s musical past and present includes more than 150 entries on musicians, ensembles, musical works, and events.

ALI WELKY and MIKE KECKHAVER are both on the staff of the Encyclopedia of Arkansas History & Culture (EOA). Welky, who lives in Conway with her husband and two children, is the assistant editor of the EOA and is a lifelong lover of words and music. Keckhaver, whose talents as media editor for the EOA are outstripped only by his musical talent and knowledge, lives in Little Rock.

SEPTEMBER
7 x 9 • 240 pages • index • 130 photos
$34.95 paper • 978-1-935106-60-9
e-book • 978-1-935106-61-6

Voices of the Razorbacks
HOYT PURVIS AND STANLEY SHARP

A history of Arkansas’s iconic sports broadcasters

The creation and development of the Razorback Sports Network not only helped to build a loyal following for the Razorbacks, but also forged a close identification among Razorback fans with broadcasters such as Paul Eels and Bud Campbell, who became “voices of the Razorbacks.” A sense of kinship developed within the audience, and the broadcasts of Razorback sports have become an integral part of the state’s culture.

HOYT PURVIS has taught at the University of Arkansas since 1982 with courses in journalism, international relations, and political science. He also established the university’s first sports journalism course and taught it for twenty-five years.

STANLEY SHARP of Booneville, Arkansas, has followed Razorback sports throughout his life and has a master’s degree in journalism from the University of Arkansas.

SEPTEMBER
6 x 9 • 125 pages • index • 10 photos
$16.95 paper • 978-1-935106-62-3
e-book • 978-1-935106-63-0
Arkansas Godfather
The Story of Owney Madden and How He Hijacked Middle America
Graham Nown
$22.50 paper 978-1-935106-51-7
e-book 978-1-935106-57-9

Natural State Notables
21 Famous People from Arkansas
Steven Teske
$9.95 paper 978-1-935106-52-4

Escape Velocity
A Charles Portis Miscellany
Edited by Jay Jennings
$27.95 cloth 978-1-935106-50-0
e-book 978-1-935106-56-2

Salty Old Editor
An Adventure in Ink
Charlotte Schenayder
$22.50 paper 978-1-935106-36-4
e-book 978-1-935106-53-1

Bandits, Bears, and Backaches
A Collection of Short Stories Based on Arkansas History
Velma B. Branscum Woody
$15.00 paper 978-0-9708574-2-2

A Little Rock Boyhood
Growing Up in the Great Depression
A. Cleveland Harrison
$29.95 cloth 978-1-935106-18-0
e-book 978-1-123-37780-4

Homefront Arkansas
Arkansans Face Wartime
Velma B. Branscum Woody and Steven Teske
$15.00 paper 978-0-9800897-9-0
e-book 978-1-123-37779-8

A Pryor Commitment
The Autobiography of David Pryor
David Pryor, with Don Harrell
$19.95 paper 978-1-935106-10-4
$29.95 cloth 978-0-9800897-3-8

From Carnegie to Cyberspace
100 Years at the Central Arkansas Library System
Shirley Schuette and Nathania Sawyer
$29.95 cloth 978-1-935106-14-2

Ready, Booted, and Spurred
Arkansas in the U.S.–Mexican War
Edited by William A. Frazier and Mark K. Christ
$19.95 paper 978-0-9800897-5-2
$39.95 cloth 978-1-935106-05-0

Lessons from Little Rock
Terrence Roberts (“L.R. 9”)
$16.95 paper 978-1-935106-59-3
e-book 978-1-123-37781-1

Main Street Arkansas
The Hearts of Arkansas Cities and Towns—As Portrayed in Postcards and Photographs
Ray and Steven Hanley
$19.95 paper 978-1-935106-13-5
$33.95 cloth 978-1-935106-12-8

Open House
The Arkansas Governor’s Mansion and Its Place in History
John P. Gill
$50.00 cloth 978-1-935106-26-5
e-book 978-1-935106-38-8
The Die Is Cast
Arkansas Goes to War, 1861
Edited by Mark K. Christ
$19.95 paper
978-1-935106-15-9

“A Rough Introduction to This Sunny Land”
The Civil War Diary of Private Henry A. Strong, Co. K, 12th Kansas Infantry
Edited by Tom Wing
$19.95 paper
978-1-935106-28-9

“All Cut to Pieces and Gone to Hell”
The Civil War, Race Relations, and the Battle of Poison Spring
Edited by Mark K. Christ
$15.00 paper
978-0-9800897-0-7
$25.00 cloth
978-0-9708574-9-1

“Things Grew Beautifully Worse”
The Wartime Experiences of Captain John O’Brien, 30th Arkansas Infantry, C.S.A.
Edited by Brian K. Robertson
$15.00 paper
978-0-9708574-1-5

Beyond Central, Toward Acceptance
Edited by Mackie O’Hara and Alex Richardson
$19.95 paper
978-1-935106-21-0

Central in Our Lives
Voices from Little Rock Central High School, 1957–59
Ralph Brodie and Marvin Schwartz
$24.95 paper
978-0-9708574-7-7
$33.95 cloth
978-0-9708574-8-4

Race Relations in the Natural State
Griffin Stockley
$15.00 paper
978-0-9708574-5-3

Deep Down in the Delta
Folktales and Poems
Greg Alan Brownderville
$19.95 paper
978-1-935106-33-3

The Broken Vase
A Novel Based on the Life of Penina Krupitsky, A Holocaust Survivor
Phillip H. McMath and Emily Matson Lewis
$24.95 cloth
978-1-935106-20-3
e-book • 978-1-935106-44-9

The Big Hat Law
Arkansas and Its State Police, 1935–2000
Michael Lindsey
$19.95 paper
978-0-9800897-4-5
$39.95 cloth
978-1-935106-01-2

A Life on the Black River in Arkansas
The Memoir of a Farmer, Rural Entrepreneur, and Banker
Ewell R. Coleman
$16.95 paper
978-1-935106-06-7
$34.95 cloth
978-1-935106-04-3

Pfeiffer Country
The Tenant Farms and Business Activities of Paul Pfeiffer in Clay County, Arkansas, 1902–1954
Sherry Laymon
$19.95 paper
978-0-9800897-7-6
$37.95 cloth
978-0-9800897-6-9
e-book • 978-1-935106-41-8

A. C. Pickett’s Private Journal of the U.S.–Mexican War
Edited by Jo Blatti
$19.95 paper
978-1-935106-17-3

Capital County
Historical Studies of Pulaski County, Arkansas
Edited by S. Charles Bolton
$25.00 paper
978-0-615-19668-8

Political Magic
The Travels, Trials, and Triumphs of the Clintons’ Arkansas Travelers
Brenda Blagg
$18.25 paper
978-1-935106-55-5

The Company We Keep
Arkansans Creating Just Communities
Ruth Shepherd
$16.00 paper
978-1-935106-54-8

Surprised by Death
A Novel of Arkansas in the Late 1840s
George Lankford
$14.95 paper
978-1-935106-08-1

The Barling Darling
Hal Smith in American Baseball
Billy D. Higgins
$19.95 paper
978-1-935106-09-8
FORThCOMInG TITLES:

BUFFALO RIVER BEAUTY
9.5 x 10.5, 144 pages, 124 color photos
$34.95, cloth • 978-1-88290-677-2

ARKANSAS 2014
scenic wall calendar
12 x 12, 14 color photos
$14.95 • 978-1-88290-678-9

ARKANSAS 2014
scenic engagement calendar
5.5 x 8.5, 136 pages, 56 color photos
$19.95 • 978-1-882906-77-6

Arkansas Hiking Trails
A Guide to 78 Selected Trails in "The Natural State"  
Tim Ernst
$19.95 paper
978-1-882906-12-3

Arkansas Portfolio III
Tim Ernst
$34.95 cloth (s)
978-1-882906-74-1

Arkansas Wildflowers
Don Kurz
$22.95 paper
978-1-882906-71-0

Arkansas Landscapes II
Tim Ernst
$34.95 cloth
978-1-882906-76-5

Arkansas Wildlife
Intimate Portraits of Wild Species That Roam "The Natural State"  
Tim Ernst
$34.95 cloth
978-1-882906-66-6

The Battle for the Buffalo River
The History of America’s First National River  
Neil Compton
With a New Foreword by Kenneth L. Smith
$29.95 paper
978-0-912456-25-6
e-book • 978-1-61075-488-0

Arkansas Butterflies and Moths
Lori A. Spencer
$27.95 paper
978-0-912456-24-9

Wildflowers of Arkansas
Carl G. Hunter
$37.50 cloth
978-0-912456-16-4

Buffalo River Handbook
Kenneth L. Smith
$21.95 paper
978-0-912456-23-2

The Diana Fritillary
Arkansas’s State Butterfly  
Lori A. Spencer and Don R. Simons
$8.95 paper
978-0-912456-26-3

The Buffalo River in Black and White
Neil Compton
$29.95 cloth
978-0-912456-21-8
“And I, you. And your little dog, too. Hello he. Dude. You know who. The music of direct interpellation, the shorthand speech that binds us—dares, avowals, threats, salutes, express permissions—is frequently the music of Matthew Burgess’s *Slippers for Elsewhere*, a book that promises from adulthood it gets better, kid. This is a Manhattan Bound Q Train. That fast and fleet, that communal, that public, with transfers often to the local. The city, and so the broader world, awakens, phototropic, in this poet’s running regard for it, bright, benedictory, dear, and keen.”

—BRIAN BLANCHFIELD

“Matthew Burgess has a sharp ear, a tender eye, no sympathy for humorlessness, and a swift hand with enjambment. He knows how to end a line—with a bang, or a tease, or a curve. Amid these swerves, an air of insouciant recklessness mingles with a wistful fondness for misfits, for errant paths, for the eroticism of everything that’s lost, faded, remote, and wrecked. Burgess holds his beguiling “I” in check by wit, dazzling splices, and flirtatious evasiveness. A phrase like ‘a collage of phalluses / to squeegee before father returns’ sets my internal thermostat to a temperature resembling joy.”

—WAYNE KOESTENBAUM

“These poems are possessed of a perfect heart, their measure always gushing forth to float the next incredible image, ‘before you make up your mind it drifts off to ascend the Alhambra’s turrets and finger pink Moorish reliefs.’ The colors rise to the utmost surface of the language. They sometimes harden to form a designer diorama or time machine. The poet and reader become trembling silhouettes let loose (in cahoots) darting out from under their respective stage lights. All of this action is tailored to a very lived in (to die for) tone of voice. The winds are lifted and love is a shelter.”

—CEDAR SIGO

MATTHEW BURGESS teaches creative writing and composition at Brooklyn College. He has been a poet-in-residence in New York City elementary schools through Teachers & Writers Collaborative since 2001, and currently he is completing his PhD at the CUNY Graduate Center. His work has appeared in various magazines and journals, and he recently received an award from the Fund for Poetry.

NOVEMBER
5 1/4 x 8 1/4 • 80 pages
$11.95 paper • 978-1-937357-90-0
The Ground Below Zero
9/11 to Burning Man, New Orleans to Darfur, Haiti to Occupy Wall Street
NICHOLAS POWERS

“The Ground Below Zero introduces a new and important voice, one with a trajectory reaching from New York’s left and alternative cultures to the present world’s vistas of death. It is a voice partly urban-hip and partly epic-tragic. The story it tells is part journalism, part memoir, and part prophetic-apocalyptic vision.”

—CHRISTOPHER Z. HOBSON

“Nicholas Powers takes the most contemporary social issues and events of our generation and examines them from a very personal place seldom seen in media. He effectively captures the innocence of suffering, portrays the nobility of sacrifices and asks questions that are not answered by mainstream society. A must-read for those interested in political, psychological and social development.”

—LEE MAYJAH, The Philadelphia Experiment

NICHOLAS POWERS is a poet, journalist and professor. His first book, Theater of War, was published by Upset Press. He has written for The Independent, Alternet and The Village Voice. He teaches literature at SUNY Old Westbury and co-hosts the long running New York City College Poetry Slam at the Nuyorican Cafe.

NOVEMBER
5 x 7 • 224 pages
$14.95 paper • 978-1-937357-99-3

OF RELATED INTEREST

Theater of War
The Plot Against the American Mind
Nicholas Powers
$10.95 (s) paper • 978-0-9760142-0-1
Moon City Review 2013

A collection of original poems, short stories, and essays, from talented authors both established and emerging in their craft. The issue also features translations of work not originally composed in English, as well as reviews of recent contemporary creative books.

6 x 9 • 224 pages
$15.95 paper • 978-0-91378-544-7

Moon City Review 2012

Special Volume in Contemporary Children’s Literature
Edited by Joel D. Chaston and Linda Trinh Moser
Book design by Eric Pervukhin

Lavishly color-illustrated, the 2012 volume of Moon City Review centers on children’s literature and its increasingly blurry borderlands.

7 x 9 1/2 • 150 pages • 30 color illustrations
$29.95 paper • 978-0-913785-36-2

Moon City Review 2011

An Annual of Poetry, Story, Art, and Criticism
Edited by Marcus Cafagña and Joel Chaston
Photography by Bruce West

The 2011 volume in the MCR book series focuses on alumni in the broadest sense of the word.

6 x 9 • 326 pages • 8 illustrations
$19.95 paper • 978-0-913785-32-4

Moon City Review 2010

An Annual of Poetry, Story, Art, and Criticism
Edited by Lanette Cadle and Marcus Cafagña
Artwork by Eric Pervukhin

The 2010 volume of Moon City Review takes “speculative futures” as its special theme, emphasizing utopian, diastopic, sci-fi, and fantasy literature and criticism.

6 x 9 • 200 pages • 12 illustrations
$15.95 paper • 978-0-913785-30-0
Springfield’s Urban Histories

*Essays on the Queen City of the Missouri Ozarks*
Edited by Stephen L. McIntyre


$24.95 cloth • 978-0-913785-40-9

Morkan’s Quarry

*A Novel*
Steve Yates

“With the epic sweep of *Cold Mountain* and the rich, tender character and scene development of *Snow Falling on Cedars*, Steve Yates has written one of the most powerful war novels of modern times, swift as a battle, unforgettable, and a tribute to all those whose loyalty to place has surmounted loyalty to cause.”

—DONALD HARINGTON

$27.95 cloth • 978-0-913785-24-9

ebook available November 2013

From River Market Press, an Affiliate of Moon City Press:

**Tommy Atkins at Home and Abroad**

By Fredrick French, Corporal Chevron, RE
Edited by Cynthia A. Nahrwold, Jade Wilson, and Charles M. Anderson

“Stoney broke and alone in London. That’s how I found myself one day some years before the Great War.” So begins Fredrick French’s *Tommy Atkins at Home and Abroad*, an enormously entertaining memoir that tells the story of one remarkably articulate British soldier’s experiences of enlistment, training, desertion, re-enlistment, travel to India, and serving in the Mesopotamian theater (now Iraq) during World War I.

$19.95 paper • 978-0-913785-99-7
SELECTED BACKLIST

**The Law of Falling Bodies**
Poems by Elton Glaser
$16.00 paper
978-1-55728-996-4
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$16.00 paper
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**The Empty Loom**
Poems by Robert Gibb
$16.00 paper
978-1-55728-990-2
e-book • 978-1-61075-508-5

**Breaking the Jaws of Silence**
*Sixty American Poets Speak to the World*
Edited by Sholeh Wolpé
$22.50 paper
978-1-55728-628-4
e-book • 978-1-61075-516-0

**Keeping Time with Blue Hyacinths**
Poems by Sholeh Wolpé
$19.95 paper
978-1-55728-629-1
e-book • 978-1-61075-517-7

**The Apple That Astonished Paris**
Poems by Billy Collins
$16.00 paper
978-1-55728-823-3
Arkansas
A Narrative History
2nd edition
Jeannie M. Whayne, Thomas A. DeBlack, George Sabo III, Morris S. Arnold
$45.00 (s) cloth
978-1-55728-993-3

A Documentary History of Arkansas
2nd edition
Edited by C. Fred Williams, S. Charles Bolton, Carl H. Moneyhon, and LeRoy T. Williams
$21.95 (s) paper
978-1-55728-794-6

Right to DREAM
Immigration Reform and America’s Future
William A. Schwab
$24.95 paper
978-1-55728-638-3
e-book * 978-1-61075-526-9

Life in the Leatherwoods
John Quincy Wolf
$20.00 (s) paper
978-1-55728-594-2
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Sawmill
The Story of Cutting the Last Great Virgin Forest East of the Rockies
Kenneth L. Smith
$17.95 (s) paper
978-0938626-69-5

Looking Back to See
A Country Music Memoir
Maxine Brown
$19.95 paper
978-1-55728-934-6

Readings in Arkansas Politics and Government
Edited by Janine A. Parry and Richard P. Wang
$39.95 (s) paper
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Fiat Flux
The Writings of Wilson R. Bachelor, Nineteenth-Century Country Doctor and Philosopher
Edited and Introduced by William D. Lindsey
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e-book * 978-1-61075-525-2
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Autobiography of Samuel S. Hildebrand
The Renowned Missouri Bushwacker
Edited by Kirby Ross
$28.95 (s) cloth
978-1-55728-799-1

Civil War Arkansas
Beyond Battles and Leaders
Edited by Anne J. Bailey and Daniel E. Sutherland
$24.95 (s) paper
978-1-55728-565-2

Confederate Guerrilla
The Civil War Memoir of Joseph M. Bailey
Edited by T. Lindsay Baker
$34.95 (s) cloth
978-1-55728-898-7
e-book • 978-1-61075-111-7

The Fate of Texas
The Civil War and the Lone Star State
Edited by Charles D. Grear
A Choice Outstanding Academic Book
$37.50 (s) cloth
978-1-55728-883-7
e-book • 978-1-61075-147-6

Getting Used to Being Shot At
The Spence Family Civil War Letters
Mark K. Christ
$24.95 (s) paper
978-1-55728-993-1

Guerrillas, Unionists, and Violence on the Confederate Home Front
Edited by Daniel E. Sutherland
$24.95 (s) paper
978-1-55728-550-8

Guide to Missouri Confederate Units, 1861–1865
James E. McGhee
$34.95 (s) paper
978-1-55728-940-7
e-book • 978-1-61075-174-2

Portraits of Conflict
A Photographic History of Missouri in the Civil War
Edited by William Garrett Piston and Thomas P. Sweeney
$65.00 cloth
978-1-55728-989-6
e-book • 978-1-61075-507-8

Pea Ridge and Prairie Grove
William Baxter
$17.95 (s) paper
978-1-55728-591-1

Rugged and Sublime
The Civil War in Arkansas
Edited by Mark K. Christ
$32.50 (s) paper
978-1-55728-357-3
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A Photographic History of Alabama in the Civil War
Ben H. Severance
$65.00 cloth
978-1-55728-989-6
e-book • 978-1-61075-507-8
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William Monks
$19.95 (s) paper
978-1-55728-832-5
King Me
Three One-Act Plays
Inspired by the Life and Legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Clinnesha D. Sibley
$17.50 paper 978-1-55728-632-1
e-book • 978-1-61075-522-1

Arsnick
The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee in Arkansas
Edited by Jennifer Jensen Wallach and John Kirk
$24.95 (s) paper 978-1-55728-966-7
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Personal Perspectives of the African American Experience at the University of Arkansas, 1940s–2000s
Charles F. Robinson II and Lonnie R. Williams
$45.00 (s) cloth ISBN 978-1-55728-953-7

Democracy, Dialogue, and Community Action
Truth and Reconciliation in Greensboro
Spoma Jovanovic
$34.95 (s) cloth 978-1-55728-991-9
e-book • 978-1-61075-509-2

Jelly Roll
A Black Neighborhood in a Southern Mill Town
Charles Thomas
$19.95 (s) paper 978-1-55728-895-0
e-book • 978-1-61075-499-6

Jim Crow America
A Documentary History
Edited by Catherine M. Lewis and J. Richard Lewis
$22.95 (s) paper 978-1-55728-958-2
e-book • 978-1-61075-477-4

Women and Slavery in America
A Documentary History
Edited by Catherine M. Lewis and J. Richard Lewis
$22.95 (s) paper 978-1-55728-958-2
e-book • 978-1-61075-477-4

Medgar Evers
Mississippi Martyr
Michael Vinson Williams
$34.95 cloth 978-1-55728-973-5
e-book • 978-1-61075-487-3

The Rise to Respectability
Race, Religion, and the Church of God in Christ
Calvin White Jr.
$34.95 (s) cloth 978-1-55728-977-3
e-book • 978-1-61075-510-8

Turn Away Thy Son
Little Rock, The Crisis That Shocked the Nation
Elizabeth Jacoway
$19.95 paper 978-1-55728-878-3

The Long Shadow of Little Rock
A Memoir
Daisy Bates
$18.95 (s) paper 978-1-55728-863-9

e-book • 978-1-61075-498-9

Yazoo
Integration in a Deep-Southern Town
Willie Morris
$19.95 (s) paper 978-1-55728-983-4
e-book • 978-1-61075-498-9
“Vines—within neat stanzas and muscular, loaded lines—does a superb job of situating his poems in this restless, ambiguous middle zone where most of us live our lives.”
—The Antioch Review

$16.00 paper • 978-1-55728-980-3

“McDougall manages, in the space of only 169 pages, to relate not only her moving and interesting personal story but also to bring to life a bygone era.”
—Arkansas Review

$19.95 paper • 978-1-55728-967-4

“All will come to know, and understand, more about contemporary Arkansas politics than they did before. And that is no small thing.”
—Arkansas Historical Quarterly

$19.95 (s) paper • 978-1-55728-944-5

“The book is a big one. It has more than 400 pages of copy and photos, another 21 pages of records and seven pages of footnotes. In other words, it’s a track junkie’s delight. It should also find its place on the bookshelves of thousands of Razorback fans statewide even if track isn’t their favorite sport.”
—Sporting Life Arkansas

$34.95 cloth • 978-1-55728-992-6
e-book • 978-1-61075-520-7

“The first substantial scholarly biography of Medgar Evers…. Will be the standard reference for some time to come.”
—Journal of Southern History

$34.95 cloth • 978-1-55728-973-5
e-book • 978-1-61075-487-3

“An indispensable work in African American religious history.”
—Choice

$34.95 (s) cloth • 978-1-55728-977-3
e-book • 978-1-61075-510-8
“An engaging and accessible collection of photographs and oral history interviews with forty-one Arkansans.”
—Journal of Southern History
$24.95 cloth • 978-1-55728-978-0

“Despite their unique circumstances, the characters of each story demonstrate great resilience and pride in the face of their political and cultural challenges.”
—Publishers Weekly
$24.95 paper • 978-1-55728-995-7
e-book • 978-1-61075-519-1

“An innovative look at Arkansas and the South more generally.”
—Journal of Southern History
$29.95 cloth • 978-1-55728-943-8

“An invaluable work... supports and importantly expands on recent studies of sundown towns and racial cleansing.”
—Journal of Southern History
$21.95 (s) paper • 978-1-55728-984-1

“An innovative look at Arkansas and the South more generally.”
—Journal of Southern History
$29.95 cloth • 978-1-55728-943-8

“Illuminating as they are stark, the documents tell stories of coercion, exploitation, and violence, as well as cooperation, autonomy, and agency.”
—H-Net Reviews
$22.50 (s) paper • 978-1-55728-958-2

“Robert Patrick Bender has rescued a well-written account from archival oblivion and brought this well-educated, perceptive and opinionated historical character back to life.”
—Civil War Times
$34.95 (s) paper • 978-1-55728-971-1

“Robert Patrick Bender has rescued a well-written account from archival oblivion and brought this well-educated, perceptive and opinionated historical character back to life.”
—Civil War Times
$34.95 (s) paper • 978-1-55728-971-1
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